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The quantum theory of the spontaneous emission of atoms in an external electromagnetic field 
is developed. The external field can be regarded either classically or quantum-mechanically. 
The general formulas for the probability of spontaneous emission are given in detail for the 
resonance approximation. The line shape is analyzed for the case of a monochromatic external 
field and large Doppler broadening. The superposition of the external field leads to deforma-
tion of the line contour, which can be interpreted as the consequence (1) of a change in the ve
locity distribution of the atoms, and (2) of interference effects arising in the mixing of stationary 
states of the isolated atom by the external field. Under certain conditions, the second factor 
completely counterbalances the effect of the first. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE problem of the spontaneous emission from 
an atom in the presence of an external electromag
netic field was first considered in the work of Rau
tian and Sobel'man, [1] where a calculation was car
ried out for the simplest case of a fixed atom and a 
monochromatic field. In a subsequent work, [ 2 ] a 
postulate (in the spirit of the postulates of Klein [ 3 ]) 

was introduced without any foundation. This postu
late allows the calculation of the probability of 
spontaneous emission in the quasiclassical approx
imation for an arbitrary external field. On the 
basis of this postulate, an analysis of a number of 
specific cases was given in [ 2• 4 ] with account of 
motion of the atoms. 

As is well known, the Doppler broadening, which 
arises from the thermal motion of the atoms, is 
much greater than the radiation broadening under 
normal circumstances, and almost completely 
masks it. Upon superposition of an external elec
tromagnetic field, a relatively sharp structure ap
pears on the Doppler-broadened line. The charac
teristic width of this line is determined by the radi
ative decay. Thus the study of the spectrum of 
spontaneous emission of atoms in an external field 
uncovers interesting possibilities for the study of 
the radiation characteristics of the excited states 
of atoms. 

In the present work a general theory is developed 
for the spontaneous emission from atoms located in 

an external field. The postulate of reference [ 2 J is 
retained in the theory as a special case and the re
gion of its applicability is shown to be limited. In 
Sees. 3 and 4, a series of special cases is consid
ered. This series demonstrates the general laws 
and is of interest for the spectroscopic problems 
mentioned above. 

2. GENERAL EXPRESSIONS 

1. We shall begin with the expansion of the field 
in plane waves. The Hamiltonian of the system 
"atom +field" is described in the following way: 

11 = ilo + M,/, fio =if a+ ill+ if'. (2.1) 

Here Ha and Hf are the Hamiltonians of the iso
lated atom and the free radiation field. From the 
Hamiltonian of the interaction H', we separate the 
term H~ corresponding to the interaction of the 
atom with waves of type IJ.. We shall be interested 
in the emission of a photon fi"-).,t, considering H~ in 
first-approximation perturbation theory and assum
ing that photons are absent at the moment of excita
tion of the IJ. -e atom. 

We introduce the following notation. Let u de
note the row of wave functions of the atom and the 
field without account of their interaction, i.e., the 
row of solutions of the equation 

ihaua/iJt= (Ha+Ht)Ua. (2.2) 
We shall write the zeroth-approximation wave 
function w0, which satisfies the equation 
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a ~ 
ili-"'Vo = Ho"'Vo, at 

(2.3) 

in the form of an expansion in ua: 

'1'0 = ua; a= saH, (2.4) 

where aH is the column which defines the distri
bution over the states a at the initial instant of 
time t0; s is a fundamental matrix satisfying the 
equation 

itis = (u+IH'>Iu)s, s{to) = E, (2.5) 

E is a unit matrix. The row elements 

Vo =us (2.6) 

are linearly independent solutions of Eq. (2. 3) cor
responding to different initial conditions. 

Let w1 be the correction to the wave function, 
A I 

due to the term H f..L: 

(2.7) 

The first approximation corresponds to the result 
that the term f:r.~ '\111 in the equation for '\111> 

a ~ A ~ ) 

iii-Vi= HolJI'1 + H/Vo + Hp.'Vh (2.8 at 
is discarded. We write '\111 in a way similar to 
(2.4): 

V1 = ua; "'¥t = lJI'2aH = uaaH. (2.9) 

From (2.8) we get the following equation for the 
matrix u: 

iha = (u+IJI'Iu)a + (u+IH"''Iu)s, (2.10) 

with zero initial conditions for u. Therefore, in 
the solution of Eq. (2.10), we are interested only in 
the contribution due to the second term on the 
right hand side. The homogeneous equation corre
sponding to (2.10) is identical to (2. 5). Therefore, 
taking the unitarity of s into account, we can 
write[ 51 

t 

a(t) =- ~s(t) S s+(t') (u+IH"''Iu) s(t')dt'; (2.11) 
fi to 

. t 

Vt(t) = ~ V0 (t) ~ ('Vo+(t') IH"'~IVo(t')) dt'. (2.12) 
li t, 

Equations (2.11) and (2.12) are essentially the 
same as the usual expressions of first approxima
tion and are written only for the entire wave func
tion and not for the corrections to the individual 

' expansion coefficients of 'IF in terms of ua. 
We turn to the computation of the probability of 

spontaneous emission of a photon of type f..L:[ 61 

1 co ~ 
Wp. =- s ("'¥*111"' I 'l')dt. (2.13) 

/i(J)p. to 

The integral in (2.13) is obviously the average in
crease of energy in the f..L-th type of oscillation. 
The ratio of this energy to the energy of the photon 
Jiw is the probability that, after a single act of 
ex~itation of the atom, the photon of interest to us 
will be emitted in a spontaneous transition (the pho
tons Jiw were absent at the initial time t = t0). 

We :Ubstitute (2. 7) in (2.13) and discard the 
term ('IFf/ f:r.f..L/ >¥1 ). We also note that 

<W"I .H"' 1 '~'> = -i(J)"' <w"l if v.' 1 w>. (2.14) 

Formula (2.13) then becomes 
.co 

Wp. =- -~ ~ (1¥1*/H/I'I'o)dt- K. c. 
/i to 

= _!:__ r aH+a+(u+IH/Iu)sandt- R. c. <2•15) 
li t, 

In what follows, two other forms of writing wf..L will 
be convenient. If the function >¥1 in (2.15) is ex
pressed in terms of >¥0 with the help of (2.12), we 
can obtain 

Wp. = li! J ("'Vo"IH/I'Yo) dt S ('Vo+IH"''I'I'o) dt'. (2.16) 
lo to 

The general structure of the expression (2.16) is 
identical with that for the case in which the external 
field is absent-the probability w f..L is the sum of the 
squares of the matrix elements of the perturbation, 
computed with the help of the wave function of the 
zeroth approximation. The difference is that Wo in 
(2.16) takes into account the interaction of the atom 
with the strong field which "mixes" the states of 
the isolated atom. It is then clear that the spectral 
composition and the integrated intensity of the 
spontaneous emission depend on the external field. 

Another representation of w f..L corresponds to the 
elimination of the zeroth -approximation function 
from (2.15); this is easily done with the help of 
Eq. (2.10): 

Equation (2.17) contains a summation over all 
states whose probability differs from zero as 

(2.17) 

t- co. In this relation, it is convenient that only 
one (ground) state of the atom is included. We 
note that Eq. (2.17) is essentially a generalization 
to the case of an external field of the well-known 
equations of the Weisskopf-Wigner theory (see, for 
example, [ 71 , Eq. (18.13)). 

In the derivation of Eqs. (2.15) -(2.17), two as
sumptions were made. First, in the use of the first 
approximation, the appearance of only a single pho
ton of frequency wf..L is possible. States with two 
and more photons of the same type do not appear. 
The error connected with this assumption is negli-
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FIG. 1. Scheme of zeroth-approximation states. The straight 
arrows indicate transitions induced by the external field. The 
wavy arrows indicate spontaneous transitions. 

gible. Second, we have limited ourselves to the 
analysis of the spontaneous emission for types of 
oscillations where photons are absent at the initial 
instant of time. Therefore Eqs. (2.15)-(2.17) are 
inapplicable, in particular, at those frequencies 
where there is an external field. Otherwise, the 
expressions obtained are completely general and 
exact. 

2. Equations (2.15)-(2.17) are too complicated 
for specific calculations, since they contain a sum
mation over a large number of field states. This 
summation can be carried out partially in explicit 
form in the so-called resonance approximation (the 
frequencies of the external field are close to the 
transition frequency, the distance between the lev
els being much greater than the width of the levels 
and the energy of interaction of the atom with the 
field). Here, however, it is necessary to consider 
separately the spontaneous emission via the differ
ent transitions. 

We shall assume that the spectrum of the exter
nal field contains a comparatively small number of 
harmonics, the frequencies of which are concen
trated near a single transition m- n. We first 
consider w11 just for this transition. Figure 1 
shows the diagram of the zeroth-approximation 
states that appear after excitation of the atom to 
the level m or n. The external field (we shall also 
call it "strong" and number its states by the in
dices v1) produces the transitions m - n, which 
are drawn in Fig. 1 as straight-line arrows. For 
sufficient intensity of the strong field, the proba
bilities of finding the atom in the levels m and n 
are equal in order of magnitude, independently of 
what level of the atom was excited. The indices A.i, 
Ei, and Pi denote the spontaneous emission of the 
photons llWA_·• llWE·• and nwp·• respectively, by the 

l l l 

transitions m- n, m -z, and n- j. The levels l 
and j can in turn decay or be ground levels-that is 
immaterial. 

In contrast with the transitions m - l and n - j, 
at which the strong field is absent, for the transi
tion m- n, it is necessary to consider the possi
bility of the spontaneous emission of a large num
ber of photons. Actually, after the excitation of the 
atom, for example, to the level m, and the sponta
neous emission of the photon A.i, the state n, vi> A. 1 

appears; the strong field induces the transition of 
the atom to the level m (state m, v2, A. 1) and it is 
necessary to consider the state n, v2, A.to A.z, etc. 
Thus there arises a sequence of groups of states, 
and each group is characterized by the presence of 
k photons A. to A.z, ... , Ak· 

To begin with, we complete the summation in 
(2.17) over all the spontaneous photons A.i, Ei, Pi· 
For the states of the k-th group, the submatrices of 
the amplitudes of the probabilities ulk> (the atom 
in the levels i = m, n, l, j; the elements of the sub
matrices u lk> are enumerated by the indices of 
the strong field) are connected, in agreement with 
(2.10), by the equations 

(2.18) 

which should be solved for the zero initial condi
tions. Integrating (2.18) and substituting the results 
in (2.17), we obtain 

' 2 00 t 

w~'- =] {] / H ~~I ~ dt ~ dt' A)ia~>+ (t) al!> (t') Aae-i0 Pk (t-t') 

k lpk t, t, 
/H' / 2 co t 

+] ~2 ~ dt ~ dt' Aa +a~k)+ (t) a~k) (t') Aae-i0 "k (t-t'} 
jf.k to to 

Qpft = Wpk- Wmt, Qeft = Wek- Wnj· 

The column AH gives the initial photon distribution 
of the strong field. We replace the summation over 
Pk· Ek by integration over nPk' nEk and by sum

mation over the remaining parameters of the oscil
lators of the field, as usual. After integration over 
the frequencies, o (t- t') appears, which allows us 
to carry out the integration over t'. Summation now 
gives the first Einstein coefficients 2ym z and 
2Ynj for the transitions m -z and n- j: 

'\'m = ~ '\'mt, '\'n = ~ '\'nj· (2.19) 

Formula (2.19) has a simple interpretation: 

""(]<k>+ u<k> and :0 u<k>+ a:<k> are the total 
~ m m k n n 
probabilities that the atom is found in the levels m 
and n, while a photon of type 11 appears in the field; 
the probabilities of decay of these states in the time 
dt are 2ym dt and 2yn dt. Consequently, the inte-
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grand in (2.19) is the rate of spontaneous emission, 
and the integral is the probability of emission of 
the photon within the relaxation time. 

In Eq. (2.19), there is left only the summation 
over the groups of states. We shall show that all 
the ug> and O'~k> can be expressed in terms of the 
same matrix. With this aim, we write the equations 
for u<;;; and uhk>: 

i1i L~~) + 'YmO'~)J = H:OnaJ,k>; 

i1i (a~k) + 'YnaJ,k>J = H:ma~> + H~'-'s~>; 
... [ • (k) + <kll H" <k> Zr• S m 'YmSm = mnSn ; 

i1i [s~kl + 'Yns~>l = H:ms~> + ll~ks~-1>; 
(-1) ( ., ~ ) k=0,1,2, ... ; Sm =0; HJJ.'= '¢n*u! HJl.'luo'IJm; 

(2.20) 

Here U is the row of eigenfunctions of the strong 
field, u1 and Uo are the eigenfunctions of the J.L-th 
type of oscillation for the numbers of photons 1 
and O, and 1/Jm and 1/Jn are the eigenfunctions of the 
isolated atom with the strong field. The constants 
'Ym and 'Yn arise as in (2.19) as the result of sum
mation over all the spontaneous transitions from 
the levels m and n. 

In the presence of the strong field, the sponta
neous emission will take place for excitation of the 
atom both to level m and to level n. In order to 
include both these cases, we introduce the matrices 

a<'•> = ( a~~ a~~ ) , S<"l = ( s~~ s~~ ), 2 
(k) (k) (k) (k) ( • 21) 

<1nm <1nn Snm Snn 

where the second index indicates to what level the 
atom is excited. The equations for u<k> and s<k>, 
according to (2.20), have the form 

(2.22) 

th [S<"> + yS<">J- H"S<"> = 11,.. "'fi+S<"-1>; k = 1, 2, ... ; 

(2.23) 

ih[S + vS]- H"S = 0; S == S<0>; S(t0) = ( ~ ; ) , 

(2.24) 

, ( 0 1 \ ( '\'m 0 ) H" = ( 0 Hmn 11 
) 

j:l = 0 0 } ; '\' = 0 'Yn ; Hnm11 0 J • 

(2.25) 
The probability wJ.L' averaged over the excitations 
of the atom, can be written in the following fashion 
in place of (2.19), with the help of u<k> : 

00 

WiJ. = Sp { p ~ ~ 2a(k)+'Vo<">dt }. p = ( Pm O ), 
to k 0 Pn 

Qi A (2.26) 
Pi= Q H, 

Qm+ n 

where Qm and Qn are the numbers of acts of ex
citation of the levels m and n per unit time. 

The fundamental matrix of Eqs. (2.22)-(2.24) is 
the same. It satisfies Eq. (2.24) for unity initial 
conditions, i.e., it is identical with S. The func
tions u<k> and s<kl have zero initial conditions, 
and one must consider only the solutions due to the 
right-hand sides. It is seen from Eqs. (2.23) that 
the states of the (k- 1)-st group are the "source of . 
excitation" of the states of the k-th group, which is 
graphically illustrated in the scheme of Fig. 1. If 
the fundamental matrix s is known, then s<k> and 
u<k> can be found by quadratures: 

. t 

S<h> =- ~ S(t)) S-l(t')H~-.,'fi+S<~<-I>(t')dt'; 
to 

. t 

u<"> =- ~S(t) ~ S-1 (t')ll/fi+S<">(t')dt'. (2.27) 
li 

to 

Thus all the s<k> and u<k> can be expressed in 
terms of the fundamental matrix S of Eq. (2.24). 

We now express wJ.L in terms of S. It follows 
from Eq. (2.22) and its conjugate that 

2a<">+'Va<"> = - !:__ [ a(I<J+o(kl] 
dt 

i - tt {a<">+H"''(i+S<">- S<">+(iH"''*a<">}. 

Inasmuch as u<k> = 0 for t = t0 and t - oo, then it 
follows from (2.26) and (2.27) that 

WJ}o = 2 Re ~ sp{ p ~ f S<k>+(iH"'"a<">dt} 
k to 

1 00 t 

= ~ 2Resp{p h2 Sat S dt' H/*(t)H"''(t')S<">+(t) 
k h h 

X (iS(t)S-1 (t')fi+S<">(t') }. 
(2.28) 

The first row in (2.28) is similar to (2.15), the sec
ond, to (2.16). Equation (2.28) differs from this in 
that summation has been carried out in it over all 
states arising in the spontaneous transitions m -z 
and n- j. There remains only the summation over 
A- 1, A-2, ••• , A.k and over the groups of states of 
Fig. 1. Systematic use of (2.27) permits us to rep
resent all the s<k> in terms of S. After this, sum
mation is carried out over the A.k. As a result, we 
obtain the following final formula for wJ.L: 

jH '12 "" t 
w"' = 2 + Sp ( p Re { ) dt S dt' e-iD~(t-t'l 

t; to 

X [ S+ (t) (iS (t) S-1 (t') fi+S (t') 

co f' tA-1 

+ 2; (2'Ymn)"~ dtt ... S dt,.A+(tt. ... , tk)S+(t) 
k=! to to 
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X ~S (t) S-1 (t') jl+S (t')A (t~, ... , tk)]}); 

A (tt, ... , tk) = S-1 (tt) jl+S (tr) ... S-1 (tk) jl+S (th), 

Qll = W11- Wmn· (2•29) 

The first row in (2.29) is determined by the 
left-hand states of the scheme of Fig. 1, while the 
contribution of the k-th group to w11 is given by the 
k-th term of the series. In the limiting case of very 
weak external field, H 11 = 0, the matrix S is diago
nal, as a consequence of which all the terms of the 
series are identically equal to zero. The first term 
in (2.29) gives the usual expression for w 11 : 

w 11 = IH11'I 2 :n: (Vm+Yn)/:n: (2•30) 
n2 2'\'m Q112 + ('\'m + '\'n)2. 

In the presence of an external field, the spec
trum will naturally be different. 

In the limiting case of a very strong field, the 
matrix S attenuates like exp {- ( Ym + Yn) (t- t0)}, 

and the k-th term of the series will have the factor 
[Ymni<Ym + Yn)lk, i.e., (2.29) can be regarded as 
the expansion of w in powers of the parameter 
Ymni<Ym + Yn>· Physically, this is completely clear 
from Fig. 1, inasmuch as Ymn is the integrated 
rate of excitation of states of the k-th group from 
the (k- 1)-st, while Ym + Yn is the damping rate. 
If the inequality 

Ymn~'Vm+Yn, (2.31) 
is satisfied, which holds in many cases, then one 
can discard the series and limit oneself to the first 
row in (2.29): 

IH'I2 00 t 
W11 ~ T2Sp {PRe~ dt ~ dt' exp {-iQ11 (t- t')}' 

to lo 

X S+(t)jlS(t)S-1(t')jl+S(t')}. (2.29') 

We note that the approximation corresponds to the 
situation in which in the Hamiltonian H in (2.1), we 

~' discard not H11 but all the interaction terms with 
zero oscillations that are in resonance with the 
transition frequency wmn· 

Simple estimates show that the strong field will 
significantly affect w11 if the number of its photons 
is much greater than unity. This means that the 
strong field can be considered quasiclassically. 
Here the eigenfunctions U are absent in the ex
pansion of w0 and the elements of the matrix S 
will not be matrices but simple functions. But then 
(2.29') is identical, apart from the sign, with the 
expression obtained in [ 2 ' 4J. Thus the postulate of 
[ 2J holds only in the quasiclassical approximation 
and upon satisfaction of the condition (2. 31). 

3. We now turn to transitions between one of the 
levels m, n and any third level (see Fig. 2). Here 
the spectrum of spontaneous emission will obvi-

f 

9 

J 

FIG. 2. Scheme of states of an isolated atom and spontane
ous transitions between them. 

ously undergo changes in comparison with the case 
of an isolated atom. 

Calculation of w11 for the indicated transition 
differs little from the case m - n. Therefore, we 
shall not dwell on the details of the calculation, and 
only write down the final result. For transitions 
from m and n to a lower level, Eq. (2.29) remains 
in force if {3S(t)S-1 (t')/3+ is replaced by 
{3 exp { -yi (t - t')} /3+ for the transition m - l, and 
by {3+ exp {- Yj (t- t')} {3 for the transition n- j 
(Fig. 2). For transitions from higher levels to m 
and n (i.e., for f- m and g- n, Fig. 2) the fac
tors in (2.29) to the left of f3 and to the right of 13+ 
are replaced; furthermore, the necessity of sum
mation over the processes of excitation of the lev
els m and n disappears, since only the excitation 
of the initial levels f and g are essential in the 
case considered. For example, for g- n, one can 
find 

00 t' tk-1 

X [s(t)S-1 (t')+~(2Ymn)k~dti···~ dtkA+(t~. ... ,tk) 
k=1 lo lo 

J } an =( 0 ).(2.32) X S(t)S-1(f')A(ft, ... , tk) Un ; 
Au' 

The probability w11 for the transition f- m is ob
tained from (2. 32) by replacing Yg by Yf and the 
matrix an by 

4. We consider the case in which the elements of 
the fundamental matrix are linear combinations of 
exponential functions of the time. This case is of 
interest from the view of applications. Such a form 
of S exists if, for example, H" in (2.24) is a peri
odic function of the time. [5J We limit ourselves, 
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for simplicity, to the quasiclassical approximation 
and set 

(~ Am8e-ast ~ Anpe-aPt ) 

S (t) = ~ -~ t ~ II t ' (2. 33) 
..LJ Bmre r ..LJ Bnqe- q 
r q 

Then the integration in (2.29) leads to the following 
result: 

{ ~ Dpr 

+pnRe L.J ap'+~r+i(Q ... -ap"+~/) pr 

~ Dpq } 
+ .:::J.~ I+ A I+ i(Q -a "+~ ") ' pq p pq ... p q 

(2. 34) 

a= a'+ ia", ~ = W + i~", 
while the coefficients Csr etc. do not depend on 
the frequency gf.J.' According to (2. 34), the line of 
spontaneous emission consists of components of 
Lorentzian shape; the location of their maxima is 
determined by the energy difference of the quasi
stationary states Em- En + :l'i (a" - {3 11 ), while 
their width is determined by the sum of the damp
ing constants a' + {3 1 • In other words, in regard to 
the width and location of the maxima, the situation 
is as if a transition took place from each ''state'' 
(m, s) and (m, p) to the "state" (n, r) and (n, q). 
Of course, each exponential function is not a solu
tion of the Schrodinger equation, but their combina
tion (2.33) is, and real physical meaning attaches 
to the entire set of Lorentz ian components in (2. 34) 
and not to each one individually. Nevertheless, in 
many problems, the form (2.34) is very convenient 
for the qualitative analysis of the phenomena. In 
particular, the integrated probability of spontaneous 
emission is equal to the sum of the integrated prob
abilities of the individual components. Therefore, if 
the contours corresponding to the different terms in 
(2. 34) do not intersect, then the picture of the tran
sitions between (m, s), (m, p) and (n, r), (n, q) 
characterizes sufficiently completely the intensity 
distribution in the line. If the overlap of components 
is appreciable, then interference effects are present 
and the resulting line contour can have nothing in 
common with the sum of the Lorentzian components. 

In the following sections, general formulas will 
be put down for the case in which the external field 
is a plane traveling monochromatic wave with fre
quency w. Here the fundamental matrix has the 
form (in the quasiclassical approximation) 

( Atea,t + A 2ea:.t B(ea,t- e"'t) ) 
S(t)= H(ea.t-ea:.t)eiC't (Atea•t+Ate"'t)eill't. ;(2.35) 

iQ1 + r y ( iQ1 + v )2 
a -- + -G2 1,2- 2 - 2 , 

a2+ 'Vm 
At ~ i - A2 = ,_ , 

iG 
B=----, 

a1- a2 a1- a2 (2. 36) 
Q' = (I) - Wmn - kv, r = Vm + 'Vn> 

G = PmnE /2fi, 
'V = vn-vm, 

where k and E are the wave vector and the ampli
tude of the external field, v the velocity of the 
atom, Pmn the matrix elements of the dipole mo
ment for m- n. We note that (2. 35) is a special 
case of Eq. (2.33). We shall assume that the condi
tion (2. 31) is satisfied, and shall use Eq. (2. 291 ) for 
the calculation of wJ.L. As has already been recalled 
above, interest attaches to the case of a gas, where 
the motion of the atoms must be taken into account. 
Here the quantity fJJ.L in Eqs. (2.29) and (2.29 1 ) must 
be replaced by 

(2. 37) 

where Wij is the frequency of the transition under 
study, and ~ the wave vector for spontaneous 
emission. Averaging over the velocities is com
pleted for the Maxwellian distribution 

("ynzl)-sexp {-vz;vz}, v = 1/2kT/m. 

3. THE TRANSITIONS f- m and g- n 

We begin with consideration of the transitions 
f- m and g- n (Fig. 2), inasmuch as it is con
venient to trace the role of the excitation of the 
levels of the atom in an external field by means of 
this simple case, and to make clear the specific 
interference effects. 

For the transition g- n, substitution of (2. 35) 
in (2. 32) gives the following formula for the angu
lar and spectral densities of spontaneous emis
sion: 

'Vgn 1 <w ... )=----
4nvg n (3.1) 

< Az At \ 
XRe .(Q, Q')+ + ·(n, n')/· Vg- !l.t + ~ "' - )'g- az ~ ~'" -., 

The angle brackets denote averaging over the 
velocities. The structure of Eq. (3.1) will be clear 
if we note that, in accord with (2.35), the lowest 
level n of the transition is "split" by the field into 
two "sublevels," with respective quasienergies 

If I If • I 'dth ( f) En - at - fJ and En - a 2 - 1fJ , w1 s -at 
and (-a~), and probability amplitudes A2 and At· 
Therefore, the two terms in (3.1) correspond to the 
situation wherein the upper level g combines with 
each of the sublevels of the state n. 

Inasmuch as At + A2 = 1, the integrated proba
bility of spontaneous emission does not depend on 
the external field 
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r 1 Vgn (3 2) 
W=J w"'dw .. =-4 -. · 

-oo n 'Vg 

This should be expected, since the atoms located 
in the upper level g do not interact with the exter
nal field. Thus all the changes of w fJ. concern only 
the line shape, i.e., they have a purely "interfer
ence" origin. 

In the case of very high fields, 

iQ'+f 
a12::::: -----+ iG- · ' 2 - ' 

1 
A1,2~?' G~kv 

and in place of (3.1) we have 

w r o 
(wp)=--Reil(vg+-+ i [Q .. ---G 

2n ~ 2 . 2 

In this case, two well delineated lines are obtained, 
with maxima at the frequencies 

QIJ.= wiJ.-wgn = Qj2+G. 

The line widths depend on the relation y g + r /2 
= 'Yg + (Ym + Yn)/2 and the "Doppler" width 
I kf.J.- k/21 v; this depends in turn on the observa
tion direction kf.J./kf.J. and the ratio of the frequen
cies of the spontaneous emission and of the exter
nal field. The interference effects are maximum if 
kf.J. = k /2, i.e., the direction of observation is 
identical with k and wf.J. = w/2. In this case, the 
motion of the atom does not affect the width; it is 
determined by the sum y g + ( 'Ym + 'Yn) /2. If the 
observation is made in the direction -k for the 
same ratio of frequencies, i.e., kf.J. = -k/2, then 
the atomic motion is more significant. 

We shall not analyze (3.3) in further detail, since 
the fields that are attainable at the present time 
are insufficient for realization of the conditions of 
applicability of this formula; we return to the case 
of not very strong fields, when the two components 
in (3.1) are not resolved. Here, it is natural tore
duce the terms in (3.1) to a common denominator, 
and to consider them together: 

w 
(w .. ) =·~ Re ( [ Ys + Vn + iQ/ 

+---~--r1) 
Vm+Vg+i(Q .. '-Q') J . 

(3.4) 

For G = 0, Eq. (3.4) transforms directly into 
the ordinary expression for wf.J.. It is seen from 
(3.4) that the external field leads to a change in the 
line width and in the position of its maximum. The 
changes here depend, in particular, on 

Q"''- Q' = (w .. -<ilgn)-(w- Wmn)-(kiJ.- k)v. (3.5) 

First, we shall consider the case kf.J. = k, where 
the effect of the external field is a maximum. Then 
(3.4) can be expressed in terms of the probability 
integral of complex argument:[8l 

w 2 ~ 
(w .. ) = -_-Re{e•'[1- <l>(z))}; <l>(z) = ---=~ e-t'dt; 

l'n k"'v l'n 0 

1 { (J2 }(3.6) 
z = k"v 'Vg + Vn + iQ"' + [vg + Vm + i(Q,. -=-niT · 

For a large Doppler width, 

(3.7) 

one can write (3.6) in the form 

(wp)"' ~exp{-Q .. 2/ (k .. v)2} {1- ~ Vg + 'Vn 
l'n k"'v . l'n ku.v 

2 G2 (Vm + Vg) 2 '} 
- - . (3 8) 

l'n (vg+Vm)k"'v (Q .. -Q) 2 +(vm+Vg) 2 • 

It is seen from (3. 8) that a ''valley'' of Lorent
zian shape appears against the "background" of the 
Doppler broadened line; the valley width is deter
mined by the parameter G2/ [ k fJ. v( y g + 'Ym ], which 
is smaller than the socalled saturation parameter 
G2j y m 'Yn by a factor kf.J. v ( 'Ym + yn) hm 'Yn. It is of 
interest that the valley width y g + 'Ym is determined 
by the damping rate 'Ym of level m, which does not 
participate directly in the transition g- n. This is 
obviously connected with the fact that the external 
field "mixes" the states m and n of the isolated 
atom. 

We note that for these effects to appear strict 
satisfaction of the condition k fJ. = k is not neces
sary. From (3. 5) and (3. 4), it is easy to see that 
the satisfaction of the inequalities 

lk .. -kl/k .. , 'fr~{Vg+Vm)/k11 v, (3.9) 

is sufficient, where J. is the angle between kf.J. 
and k. For atoms with an atomic weight of about 
20, T ~ 400 °K, 'Yg + 'Ym ~ 108 sec-1 and y = 1f.J., 
the conditions (3. 9) mean that J. ~ 1 o and I A.f.J.- A. I 
~ 100 A are entirely admissible. 

It is not difficult to see that for a significant dif
ference between kJ.I. and k, the effect of the field 
will be much smaller than in the case under dis
cussion. Therefore, we shall not analyze the situ
ation in detail for kf.J. f. k. 

We now turn to the transition f- m, i.e., the 
transition to the upper of two levels which are con
nected by the external field (Fig. 2). Here we have 

(w.) = - Re t + 2 -W < A A > 
;n; 'Yt- at + iQ/ Vt- a2 + iQ"'' . 
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= W n-1 Re( ht + Ym + iQ .. ' 

+ G2/£vt + 'Vn + i(!J!!o' + Q')]}-1). 
(3.10) 

Formula (3.10) is obtained from (3.4) by the sub
stitution of 'Y f for 'Y g and - !J' for !J '. Here the 
interference effects are very intense for observa
tion along the direction opposite to k. This can 
offer a certain advantage from the experimental 
viewpoint. 

4. THE TRANSITIONS m - l and n - j 

In the case of the transitions m - l and n - j 
(Fig. 2), it is necessary to use Eq. (2.29') with 
those changes which were mentioned in Sec. 2. 
For the transition m -l, simple calculations give 

<w .. > = 'Vml !_ 
4:n:yrn Jt 

X Re ([ '\'! + Ym + i!J"' +'VI+ 'Vn + ~!J/ _ !J') r1 

X { ( Pm Pn) GZ 
,Pm- ''Ym- 'Vn Q'Z + rz(t + GZ/Ym'Vn) 

x [r + v r + iQ' Jll) (4.1) 
m'V!+Yn+i(Q/-!J') J . 

The factor in the first row of Eq. (4.1) has the same 
form as in (3.10). If Pmi'Ym = Pnhn, i.e., if the 
populations of levels m and n interacting with the 
field are equal, then the line shape will be the same 
as in the transition f - m (with accuracy to within 
the replacement of 'Yf by 'Yl and kJL by -kJL), and 
the integrated probability of emission does not de
pend on the external field. In the opposite case, 

As is well known, [ 1] the factor 

r 1 
- G2 ~.,--------=::-:--
'Ym Q'2 + rz(t + G2/Vm'Vn) 

is the probability of stimulated emission of a pho
ton by the external field. Therefore, the second 
term in (4.2) and the term in (4.1) corresponding 
to it express the change in the population of level m 
as the result of transitions induced by the external 
field. As a consequence of the selectivity of the in
teraction of the atom with the external field, the 
demonstrated change in the population depends on 
the velocity of the atom v (the "Bennet gap"), 
which is an additional reason for the change in the 
line shape. Furthermore, in Sec. 3 it was shown 
that the effect of the field on the factor in the sec-

ond row of (4.1) is important for G2 ,...., ('Y[ + 'Yn)k JL v; 
the change in the population is determined by the 
value of the parameter G2/ymr· Consequently, for 
a large value of the Doppler width k JL v, the basic 
changes in the line shape of spontaneous emission 
will be connected with the second and not the first 
row in (4.1). 

For large values of kJLv, the average of (4.1) 
over the velocity can be obtained comparatively 
simply. We shall only put down the formulas which 
pertain to the class of observation along k and - k, 
since interesting interference cases appear here: 

(w") = 'Vmt exp {-Q"Z/ (k .. v)2} 

4n Ym l'n k .. v 

{ k" ( Pm Pn ) r +G2 ) • ( 4 3) 
X Pm- -k- .ym- 'Vn (Q"- k"Q/k)2 + r+z f• • 

r+=y,+y,+(k .. /k-1)r; k"k>O; k";::.k; 

G2 <Ym'Vni 

{ k .. ( Pm p,) r_cz } (4.4) 
X Pm-k Ym- Yn (Q"-k"'Q/k) 2 +r_z ; 

L = Yt + Ym + k"r /k, k"k < 0; G2 < Vm'Vn· 

As in the case of Sec. 3, a ''valley'' appears in 
the line of spontaneous emission, the width of 
which is much less than the Doppler width kJL v. 
For observation along -k (Eq. (4.4)), the valley 
width r _ is such as could be expected on the basis 
of representations of the "Bennet gap:" the term 
(kJL /k) r is the width of the valley in the velocity 
distribution, converted to the Doppler shift near 
the frequency wJL; to this term is added the width 
'Yl + 'Ym• due to the lifetimes of the combining lev
els l and m. For observation along k (Eq. (4.3)), 
the valley width r + cannot generally depend on the 
velocity distribution if k JL ~ k. Only for k JL » k 
will r + ~ r _. Furthermore, 'Ym does not enter 
into r +' but rather 'Yn· i.e.' the width of the level 
n, which does not directly take part in the transi
tion m-Z. 

In the analysis of Eqs. (4.1), (4.3), (4.4), we have 
assumed that the population of the upper level m is 
greater than the lower level n. In the opposite case, 
the sign of the difference pmf 'Ym - 'Ynl Pn is 
changed and a peak appears in the line, rather than 
a valley, with the same parameters. 

Let us now consider the spectrum of spontaneous 
emission in the transition n- j (Fig. 2). Here we 
get 
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< > Yni R ([ + + ·Q , G2 J-t w" = -- e Yi Yn z 1.1 + _______,__ __ --1---1 

4:rtyn Yi + Vm + z(Q:l + Q } 

x{ +(Pm Pn) G2 

Pm Ym- Yn Q 12 + f2(1 + G2/vmVn} 

[ r-'-- iQ1 J 
X r + Yn . I I • 

Yi+Ym+z(QJJ. +Q) }) 
(4.5) 

Equation (4.5) is obtained from (4.1) by the substi
tutions m -n, yz -yj, n'--n', and the most 
significant differences are the following. The fac
tor [Pmhm- Pnhnl appears in (4.5) with a dif
ferent sign than in (4.1-}. Therefore a "peak" in the 
transition n - j will correspond to a valley in the 
transition m -z and vice versa. This circum
stance is clearly understood, inasmuch as the 
changes in the populations of levels m and n, 
brought about by the field, are opposite in sign. The 
second difference pertains to the width of the 
"peaks" (valleys) in observation of spontaneous 
emission along k and - k. In the approximation 
analogous to (4.3) and (4.4), we have 

k~.~-k (4 ) f-1 =Yi+Ym+-k--r, .6 

that is, the analog of the transition n- j and 
kJ.L • k > 0 is kJ.L • k < 0 for the transition m -z, 
and vice versa. 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It was shown above that the external field can 
significantly change the spectrum of spontaneous 
emission of a quantum system. These changes can 
be interpreted as the result of a mixing of station
ary states of the isolated atom in the external field. 
Unusual interference phenomena appear here, as a 
result of which any discussions based on the picture 
of "splitting" of the levels of an isolated atom can 
lead to a seriously wrong conclusion. This applied 
both to the adjacent transitions considered in the 
present research as well as to the spontaneous 
emission by the transition m- n, which was con
sidered in [ 1• 2• 41• 

We note that similar interference effects occur, 
to a known extent, in those cases when, by selection 
of processes of excitation the states of the atom at 
the initial instant of time are "prepared" in the 
form of a linear combination of stationary states 
(see, for example, [ 9- 111 ). From the viewpoint of 
formal classification, the case of interest to us is 
distinguished by the fact that mixing of states takes 
place after the excitation of the system, while at the 
initial instant the atom is in some stationary state. 

The established features of spontaneous emis
sion are of interest from the spectroscopic point of 

view, inasmuch as they permit the experimental 
determination of the radiation broadening of the 
levels, which is masked by the Doppler broadening 
under ordinary conditions. For example, let the 
widths r+, r _, r~. and r~ of the "valleys" be 
measured in the transitions m - l and n - j; ac
cording to (4.3), (4.4), and (4.6), we have 

k~.~-k 
I'+= YI+Yn +-k-(Ym+Yn); 

kl.l 
f_ = Y!+Ym+k(Ym + Vn); 

k I 

f/ = Yi + 'Vn +--f-(Ym +Yn); 

r I I kl.l1 
) - =Yi+Ym+t--1 (Ym+Yn)· 

\ k ' 

(5.1) 

Thus, a set of four linear equations is obtained in 
the unknowns Yz, Yj , Ym, and Yn. It is easy to 
show that the determinant of the system (5.1) is not 
equal to zero for any kJ.L' k'w or k (excluding the 
practically uninteresting case kJ.L + k~= k). There
fore, measurements of r± and r~ make it possi
ble to determine the radiation widths of all the lev
els Z, j, m, and n. A similar situation occurs in 
the investigation of two transitions from one of the 
levels m or n (for example, m -z and m -l 1 ). 

It is necessary to emphasize that only radiative 
relaxation has been considered in the present re
search, while various processes in atomic colli
sions have been completely ignored. The account 
of collisions requires an additional analysis, and 
we hope to turn to this problem in another place. 
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